OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE
How to Teach Digital Art...
FOR FREE!

Presenters: Matt Young and Craig Huffman
Pickerington High School Central
Pickerington Ohio
☎ matt_young@plsd.us
☎ craig_huffman@plsd.us

PLEASE VISIT OUR BLOG FOR
STEP BY STEP LESSONS THAT
YOU CAN USE WITH YOUR STUDENTS

ART SOFTWARE
☺ Al.chemy  
    - Easy  
    - Unique Painting/Idea Generator

☺ Gimp  
    - Moderate to hard  
    - Photoshop clone

☺ Inkscape  
    - Hard  
    - Illustrator clone

ONLINE RESOURCES
☺ Blogger  
    - Our central hub/starting point

☺ Wikispaces  
    - Good for downloadable content

☺ Wix  
    - Good for images/websites/Portfolio

☺ Youtube  
    - Videos

☺ Google Docs/Classroom/Sites  
    - Sharable office docs in the Cloud/tests/Portfolio

HOW TO SET UP YOUR DIGITAL PYRAMID OF LEARNING
KEYS TO A PAPERLESS CLASSROOM

1. Students go to our blog and find their class
2. Students find the current project
3. Download an instructional handout
   1. New tools/concepts/project goals
   2. Step by step instructions
   3. Grading Rubric
4. Links to Youtube video tutorials
5. Download supplemental notes
6. Projects are turned in digitally on flash drives or in Google Classroom

MAIN BLOG PAGE: This is our hub. Students start here for everything.  Links to Class Pages

SAMPLE CLASSROOM PAGE
This is for Foundations in Computer Graphics

Downloadable handout: Requirements, directions, rubric, examples
Saving these in .pdf format will save you space and improve visuals.